Abstroci-An electromagnetic propagation prediction tool was used to predict electromagnetic field strength inside airplane cabins. A commercial software package, wireless Insite' , was used to predict power levels inside aircraft cabins and tho data was compared with prrvioualy coll9cted orperimmtd dntr. It w. 8 concluded that the iofhvnre could qualitatively predict electromsgnrtie propagation inside the airrrsft cabin environment.
INTRODUCTION
In today's industrialized world, wireless computer networking is becoming more prevalent. Wireless computer networks are of significant interest to the aviation industry for enhanced passenger cenneclivity. Wired network rystems are Unattractive due to significant additional space, weight, and mainlenance COS& in addition to very high retrofit costs. wireless networks are an obvious choice due to much lower space, weight and maintenance requirements and much simpler retrofil and inslallatian.
The main disadvantage of physically testing a w i d e m network in an airplane fuselage is the time and cost involved. It is EOSI prohibitive to physically test each airplane in the commercial fleet that may be retrofiltcd with a wireless nslwork. Modeling and simulation loois could be applied 10.
various clas~es of airplanes to provide a general idea of wireless network design and optimum placement of network components (e.g. access points). To overcame this particular challenge, m electr~magnetic propagation prediction twI can be used to ~i m u l a b the envimnment in BO aircmil cabin. Modeling and simulation decrease the time and cost associated wilh physical testing, and they can also provide quick parameter changes on demand. The focus of the present work is to determine whether ~0mmerci.d ioflware (Wirsless Insite (WI)) by Remsom, Inc. can be an effective and accurate method of simulating wireless communication within aircraft cabins. [I] . Bcfore the experimental attributes can be added to the simulated environment, the aircrail cabins must be modeled. The accuracy and relevance of the simulation greatly depends on the accuracy put forth in recreating the cabin geometry. The first fundamental step is to create the cabin in Wl. The most efficient way to build the cabin model was to impon data exchange files (.dxf), which were created in an AUTOCAD capable program. The complex name of the fuselage makes it difficult to model with sofrware intended for simpler stmctur~s such as offices and buildings. As mentioned above, the Baeing 747-400, 767-300, 777-200, and the Airbus A320 were the specific models used. Two different cabin representations (a rectangular prism and a half-cylinder) were used in the simulation, and no intemal cabin details such as windows, galleys, doon, rea0 or overhead cargo bins were included. The rectangular prism had the same cabin cross sectional area as the four aircran cabins mentioned above. All cabins have W O models except far the B747-400. This cabin has two levels and the experimental measurements were collected on the lower level. Thus Le 747-400 cabin geometry was a rectangular shape with a front-end taper. A second flwr was also added since it will couple energy fmm the power propagation. These simple cabin models should provide some general insight into the sofrware validity. More complex models with intemal components can be created later to examine their effect on power propagation [I]. 
11.

METHOD
fuselage (d) Virunlintian in Wireless lnsite
After the AutoCAD drawings were imponed, they were assigned material properties. For ~imulation purposes, we assumed that the fuselage metal was a Perfect Electrical Conductor (€'EC). Various coefficient types such as roughness, conductivity, permittivity, and thichess arc also incorporated [Z].
It was important to place the transmitten and receiver in the same location and orientation as the experimental setup. Transmitten needed the following properties to operate: coordinate system elevation type, rotation, waveform, antenna type, radiated power, and rotation about each plane in the ryz system. The height, rotation about the axis, and orientation for the transmitters differed far each plane. Receivers are much easier to place. The receivers were laid as a strip on the left portion of the fuselage (as shown in Figure 11 ). The receiver extended from the transmitter to the afi end afthe fuselage. Ideally the receiver can be placed on an airplano tray or the seat.
Four different antennas were needed to model the 802.11a and 802.11b standards. Far the transminerr, a linear dipole antenna was used for both, with the individualized waveform, antenna length, gain, and transmission line loss. The WI database provided the antenna basics for the transmitter. WI also generated the antenna pauems. The receiver antennas were not generated by the WI database since they are integrated antennas. An antenna format file was created from the antenna panem ofthe receiver. The antenna was then imported and assigned to the receiver. The Fast 30 Model (FM) resuls are the pmpharis of the prwent work. This method is used when m s m i t t m and I~F S~Y C I S arc close to the ground in height as compared to the height of other objects The FM model uses the shooting a d bouncing ray method (SBR) Lo determine the propagation paths ofthe transmitters. The ray tracing method uses SBR for horizontal plane and an image method (IM) for ground refleelions. The FM does not uc a full 3D trace; rather, Fast 3D means that the vertical components of some objects arc considered in the Calculations. FM incorporates the heights of other objects when making calculations. it is generally used if there are many objects of varying heighls that could possibly have ray paths U) affect the calculationS.
W1 also provides
RESULTS
Tho resnlh of the simulation are graphsd along with the experimental data in Figwe 111. The simulated results were expofled and the standard deviation between the points was calculated and is shown in Table 11 . Statim number on the graph indicates the location of the receiver p i n t s and the rsceivedpowsr is shown in F i p I1 as a color map and graphically in Figure Ill . The client card measurements are expe~menml data collected using a wireless client card inserted into a laptop computer. The experimental spectrum analyzer data was collected using an uncalibratcd antenna. It is shown in the eraoh to demonstrate how the Dredicted data falls within the ranae of When cxamining the data in Table 11 , one trend becomes apparcnt; the rectangular model is rlighlly less accurate than the cylindrical model when compared to the experimental data. In Table  11 , it was noted that the rectangular model had a slightly higher standard deviation in each instance. In Figure Ill , the predicted resdt~ are within about 10 d8m over the entire IengUl of the aircral? cabin.
The qualitative performance of the predicted data i s quite good relative to the experimental specmm analyzer and client card data. It should also be noted that the predicted results are much smaother than the experimental data. This is because the enpenmental setups includcd the intcmal components of the in-service aircrafl cabins, such as seats, @ay tables, armresfs, overhead cargo bins, galleys and lavalones. The predicted data follows the Same general trend throughout the cabin as the experimental data, and it almost appean to be an average between the client card data and S~C C U U~ analyzer data
Iv. CONCLUSION
The goal of the present work was to determine if commercial off-the-shelf electromagnetic modeling sonware could be used to predict electromagnetic propagation inside aircraft cabins. The resulf~ clearly demonstrate that this is possible and quite feasible, and the predictions give goad qualitative agreemcnt wilh experimental data. Furthermore, the level of agreement was surprising, given the relative crvdeness of the initial aircran cabin models. More accurate r e~~l t~ are anticipated wilh funher Studies and refinements ofthe aireran cabin geometries.
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